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3ABSTRACT
The problem mthwzking investigates the human struggle of coming to an awareness of 
self and the self’s place among those who make up key relationships throughout life. The 
emphasis of the text is on locating moments in which the human essence is revealed against 
a variety of landscapes including forests, lakeshores, ice rinks, urban streets, and an 
international array of bars, from Chinese nightclubs to Alaskan pubs. Within the poems 
there is always an awareness of the poem on the page, on striking a visual balance in stanza 
length and white space. Line lengths are determined fundamentally on the belief that the 
strength of a poem is based on the creation and resolution of tensions and on a sensitivity to 
sound. Within the landscapes, representative moments are sought out and made lyric. Simple 
actions, often fragments of larger events, take on microcosmic, even mythical importance.
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By the time you and I reach shore 
and sun from within the woods, 
our legs are laced in ragged red 
arcs carved by things close 
to ground.
The thin walls of flesh across our shins 
are split, like the point of leaching perhaps, to let 
what was needed 
out, out.
The low sun grazes through
treetops, bowing them
with its shallow keel
as it plows swaths of light between us,
light that breaks
over you and into something
like petals or wings.
You stand up from the red and broken rock,
a landscape like hard- tom flesh,
you pierce the sky with the tendrils of your arms.
They take root through blue,
reaching. You stretch, unravel like leaf
from bud, and spread shadow across hot stone
like a wound healing itself
from within.
The good of a walk
Things I lug home
City people never care 
to witch inhere they lay 
their feet
She told me this as I walked 
through puddles on sidewalks, 
sometimes wandering, without reason, 
enough to force her off the path.
She from a place
where shot guns were kept for snakes, 
cottonmouths and copperheads, 
in the medium reeds of flattened familiar paths 
between home and the comer store 
that sold whole milk.
I think of this tonight rushing
down King Edward,
legs full of the burning ache
of Screw Drivers and Prairie Fires,
whatever could be mixed
in a bar’s well.
I carry myself on pendulum strides, 
muscles moves more on momentum 
than conscious direction 
down the middle of the road, 
crushing what I can 
to occupy my time.
We’d bet,
ten dollar pitchers of cheap campus beer.
That girl there, red curls, short skirt
The tall one, straifot black boh, doe prettyfriend
The short one wth the boots and glasses.
We’d draw them in
with looks, no speaking, no approaching.
The money was passed
to the first of us addressed,
then to only vanish into a curtain of bodies,
victorious.
These things accumulate
under my steps:
shards of green beer bottle, colored scrap of gum wrapper,
with reds and blues bled through, cigarette filter, flat and full
of laden breath, to be carried home, hidden in
the rubber underbelly of dark crevices,
to be reburied in the low shag
of my soiled apartment
without notice.
It is late enough
that strippers head home.
The walk is filled with laughter
tucked into overnight lots and alleys, behind churches,
homs and hollering
after short skirts,
the heavy hydraulic drawl
of a city bus slowing
into the remains of an early evening rain,
tired eyes within leaning without restraint
against glass.
Everything goes in 
without even a blink.
The purpose of starlings
With a swift slap to my worn denim ass,
I was sent to wage war with starlings, 
armed with whip of ribbed green hose, 
thumb pressed over cold nozzle, 
and a lid of wrinkled tin, creased down center.
My father said martens had purpose, 
to eat blood sucking bugs. To sing.
They were pretty birds.
Starlings he said, were squatters.
They claimed space in our red-white birdhouse, 
and corrupted the blue of our pool 
with shit. They go everywhere.
We lazy-bastard kids 
weren’t about to clean it up.
I turned it on them,
the pressure beneath my thumb.
They would collapse out of the air
a shower of frenzied black fists,
from the sanctuary of spruce,
an explosion of black feather from deep shade,
from the shallow safety of low blue sky,
from tiny, black holed homes
that we reserved for pretty purple-blue insect eaters, 
from which we cleaned any trace of nest 
or starling shell,
white washing each thin wooden wall 
within and without.
Swinging sticks
Roller coasters have lost their power for me 
as have great gaudy quantities of candy, 
even pancakes and cartoons 
early on Saturday mornings.
Also the small fires I used to light 
behind our garage, 
only tools now 
to bum back the edges 
of white wrapped tobacco.
But I still watch with anticipation 
at mirages formed on highways.
I wait to someday find strange water 
where it should have worn dry 
under the heavy friction of summer sun.
There is excitement still 
easing out into June nights 
too late to start anything 
sensible.
As I kick through a squall of bronze leaf and dull brass grasses, 
certain sticks curve to the surface 
shaped like swords.
Alone under the freeing weight of fall sun 
filtered through gold-copper skin of deep woods,
I swing maple sabers at brittle black limbs,
glowing glass veins of wet cobwebs,
and the woven capsules of caterpillars,
feasting on the fact
that I am now
tall enough to reach them
Before I could silence my dad
Before I learned how to tell him to fuck off 
and fix it all later over beers,
I had given up on my waking for the good 
cartoons at 6 like the Super Friends,
The Tarzan-Lone Ranger hour, and one about a guy 
who rode a dragon. I gave it up
or grew out of it. I ‘m not sure, but I had discovered how 
soft blankets felt, long after the hour
I should have wakened for school. I could hear him in the hall, 
even before the hall. I would listen for
his breath to change into a conscious sound. It would be 
a moment until he would stand
at my door ready to shake orange-brown race cars loose 
from papered walls with a loud HeyKingj
Sometimes it was a bey Ralph, maybe George - any name 
that came to mind, just never mine.
f t  had trouble getting Steve. I got Ross, his brother, a lot.
Still do. He expected resistance then,
it was 5, the end of dark. I was opulent 
10-year-old flesh and afraid to sweat
according to him. I wanted to quit, but 
he would have none of that wimp-out crap.
There were size thirteen skates that only lasted one season, 
teammates, who I am sure hated me,
counting on me. These routine speeches failed — 
the guilt about quitting becoming habit,
the loser’s habit, I recall, when I smoke these days.
In time, he’d make promises —
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breakfast foods at McDonalds: Egg McMuffins, 
cinnamon rolls, sips of coffee.
This moming-strategy worked. We’d drive 
through and I ‘d pull the adult smell
of coffee from warm paper bags, then still-frozen crystals 
of juice from below the edge of a foil lid.
It was enough to forget two worlds, one wakened from, 
one I was wakening into.
Soft touch, cracked cup
We were the Weed Men
named after some
local lawn control outfit,
when Scott Adams hit the opposing goalie
so hard,
in the cock,
with a slap shot,
it split the tender’s cup.
Like a bear trap it sprung, 
it must have, first in, 
then back tight, 
catching
his sack in its seam It is still hard for me 
to stand when I think of it.
Scott had a soft touch. Coach said 
that’s where the power came from.
Bell Arena was tucked behind the yellow high school, 
half into the woods, small, just a counter canteen, 
a skate sharpener, a single plane of ice and all the echoes 
40 kids could dream to be the source of.
It happens, a shot to the crotch, 
just enough to screw a smile onto every father 
and coverall-wearing city worker in the place, 
spill a slug of coffee from soft Styrofoam cup.
The goalie lay there,
first still, then slowly
writhing, then frenzy. He tore off his helmet,
gloves flew as if he were about to throw down
with some Bell Arena poltergeist
only he could see. Goalies are the calm sort,
if you know about such things. So it took us a minute
to adjust to this uncommon performance. We stared.
It took us 3 minutes to figure why 
he wasn’t getting up. It started with the first 
No?... shit, to be whispered just beyond the boards.
There must have been blood, 
deep down, 
but there was a lot 
of gear to get through.
The ride home was quiet 
until my father said 
You’re a big guy Steve,
no reason you shouldn’t haze that kind cfshot.
Hockey follows you
A Shanghai bar, above a bowling alley,
Club Real Low  bristles with sharp tangled quills 
of ruby laser light and the thin 
edged conversation of alcohol.
I drink Jack with new students
on their parent’s gold credit,
with a black-belt, drop-out dental student,
a fellow teacher named Ed.
Stew’s from  Canada
I ‘m the Canadian guy
Canada’s different....USA
Yes!
Ahbh.... hockey, hockey, hockey 
That means I ‘mthe hockey guy
Stezenplay W7y good? Little boy low hockey? 
Canada hockey wry strong
Hell yes!
We cling to them,
the things that make us:
tall guy, big guy, guy that drinks,
smart guy, artist guy,
pretty guy... I don’t get that one much.
It becomes a way to know ourselves.
Mine, these days, usually comes in the first drink 
with a stranger, 
always by the second.
Cheap Charlie’s, Fairbanks, Alaska, 
a strip club cleaning up its act, 
the stage cleared for boxing 
Monday and Tuesday nights 
is nearly vacant.
I count down through shots 
with a guy named Freedom.
You ever play hockey?
I swallow, pull a cigarette out 
8 years.
You're Canadian, right?
I nod, drink back the fifth or sixth.
You mustbegxd. Everybody loies hockey there Yougxd?
He drinks.
I follow.
In high school I was damn big, 
defensive tackle big, and not bad.
During the heat of an Indian summer
the team captains were dragged
to one of those portable classrooms -
all aluminum siding, no fan, sealed windows-
to listen to Ian Breck, coach from Bishops U.
In the end, he was recruiting one big ass linebacker. 
Not me. His eye fell across my desk.
His severe head, a knot of leather shine 
and rough gray growth, shook.
There was almost a smile
as he announced that some of us
Look like Tarzan and play like Jane
I’d been found out.
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Freedom’s ashes drool down,
from cigarette, lengthening anticipation.
I don’t get into it.
I let go of the comfort 
of being easily known 
and tell him
I  stunk.
Doug Flutie is a very small man
But he can scramble 
and make you pray.
It is a meditation that can last 
two hours,
six of a dozen Coors light, 
half a month 
of Sunday School classes.
I remember asking how much Jesus got paid, 
getting a response that left my ear sore 
through Monday’s bus ride home from school, 
where I repeated Nothing... nothing?
He’s thirty-ei^ ot, I told my dad 
when Flutie got sacked, 
and five foot eight.
Our TV, state of the art 1977, 
fourteen inches across, 
the beer, cheap, warm 
and weeks past being skunked.
Boy, my father said, 
half belching, full drunk,
56 years of these Sundays around,
fully beached on the plastic surface of sofa,
you got the faith.
Hanging with the Parham boys
There were new details:
an offering of whiskey from hands
that made it, a rock quarry, abandoned
and filled with everything broken, the amazement
of boys just old enough to drive, at Derrick’s being uncircumcised.
The day poured out all
its chances, in long slugs from Molsen King Cans.
Debris that never fully slid beneath 
the surface at the water’s edge held 
in the gravel banks, bled
of color by several summers’ suns. Loosely held 
like the buildings in town, a morning’s hike away, 
moored there by cottages in ruin, empty fields 
of old farms painted well into desperate 
inns and corporate retreats and then space 
for hours until the world.
We leaned into the old gate 
crumpled in the shape of a iron web 
thickened by seasons, shouldered it 
into remembering how to open.
Water lay in the quarry the color
of the check-out girl’s eyes at Good’s general store.
It held in its unnatural blue the word 
immersion, the possibility of being lost.
When the cans were emptied and crushed,
like the squeezing of a finger into the round
of a trigger, we shot ourselves naked into blue. It was water
that may kill me now just for suspecting
what was in it. The elements of cars and fridges, twisting
and bleeding, drums and dirt bikes wounded and long tom
open by rust and more flowed
into mine The blue was amazing
and somehow, that day, not poison.
Piling stones and things men do
1 .rising andfalling
Great Grandfather Good piled stones 
by hand, his breath shallow 
and muscled,
round mounds of gray, paled 
by the lightness of lichen.
They rose, slowly, whalebacks rising
from yellow grasses,
short from heat and hunger of cattle.
Dairy cows, intimates without names,
had ankles that could snap
on a small rock’s smooth surface.
His tractor would idle nearby, watching his labor, 
shaking at its heart, like his well used muscle 
exposed suddenly to cold wind.
When he died, 
killed by a black bear, 
the fields were left
uncleared, dozens of monuments reached up 
like burial mounds, 
higher even than his 6’8”.
Great Grandmother saw it 
while making pies.
She told me, 
she knew he was gone 
when the bear broke free 
of the wood’s shaded grip.
She wiped dry dough from her hands,
twisted down the rifle 
from above the stove, 
like a dark tired branch 
from low in a tree.
The bear was dead 
in two shots. She sat down slow 
into her chair the way glass 
in old homes flows from its panes.
2. leaping arid, teaching
My father piled stones 
through high school summers.
He pulled small dangers from a field he had learned 
like church verse, carried rocks by his sides, 
as he was taught, like buckets of milk.
Laurentian High started summer a week earlier 
than Parham schools,
that was a week too early for Grandma Good.
She made him go, finish the year with strangers.
He and his brother Ross 
would jump over piles of manure 
deeper than their waists.
Taunt their cousin Ernie into a leap 
and laugh like hell as they pulled him free.
The cousin was fat, 
a dork, my father’s words.
Dad caused havoc during the summer fair throwing hay bails 
beyond records and wrestling tough guys 
into submission. He tore through local egos 
like a knee through well worn jeans.
He learned to drown kittens
in late spring, lace a few survivors
for muskie bait through their newly opened eyes.
He fell in love with the names of trees 
and the shapes of leaves. All these things 
he tried to teach me.
3 .drinkingand throwing
Three weeks a summer 
I spent at the farm pulling stones 
that rose above the grip of poor soil.
I was forced, like my father, 
into high school a final extra week.
My last year, I mixed into graduation, 
drinking smuggled six packs of Wildcat Ale 
deep in a half-flooded quarry, 
low in the back of a pale blue pick-up 
with boys whose arms were raw 
with the harvesting of hay.
They called me City and laughed
Me and Derrick, a summer farmhand,
sat on top of my great grandfather’s stones
as that night ended,
learning to drink whiskey
out of labelless bottles
and roll cigarettes,
white papers wrinkled onto shaking fingers, 
dry Drum held to lips 
without moisture.
We leaned back on one hand, fingers deep 
in the rocks like the roots of some impossible plant 
and threw one stone at a time 
right at the darkness.
Vertigo
Not like the rrnue, 
my doctor said long ago, 
the world having fallen 
loose beneath me.
I would go down hard
high into cold jagged landscapes
of hockey arenas and football stadiums.
I couldn’t look up.
So it was against my better judgment 
that I agreed
to sit with cousins and sisters 
on the tin roof of a century old bam, 
from which bare claws of crows 
and the unbroken habits of summer sun 
have lifted red rust, now near black 
in autumn night.
Taking what once was
a routine risk of childhood,
we looked across the small yard
like gargoyles drinking beer,
to where Great Grandma Good’s farmhouse
used to be.
At her funeral
I helped carry sofas, drawers of silverware, 
and tried not to be entangled in the lottery.
Great aunts and uncles, Harry, Melville, Margeritte 
many not long for this world themselves, 
fought to fix claim stickers
to porcelain figurines, antique brushes, and boxes 
of carelessly wrapped china. Outside 
I saw distant nephews pulling down 
the birdhouse and swing sets 
for their fathers.
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Grandma Reid, the eldest of Grandma Good’s daughters, 
found a place on the white wooden steps, held 
a box of odds and ends for the grandchildren, surprises 
wrapped in wads of colored tissue.
I got a maple syrup thermometer, one sister
a favorite turquoise church hat,
the other a pair of long white gloves.
Near afternoon’s end Grandma sent me in 
for anything I might want.
From the bedroom I claimed as mine 
over several summers,
I carried away a lamp with a chipped porcelain 
black bear and pine tree base.
My cousin Graham and I took off the bear’s ear
running next door to Grandma’s room
after we’d convinced ourselves we had seen a ghost.
In the square gray slaughterhouse by the bam,
I found one of the last antiques Uncle Melville didn’t sell off: 
my great grandfather’s withered belt hung from a bent nail 
like a discarded snake skin. A strap 
of leather to hold up jeans or tie 
down venison under his band saw.
Three days later, after a hundred years,
the house was struck down by a snap of lightning.
Nothing was left, it spoiled Uncle Melville’s plans 
to rent it out summers.
The woods are thinner now, sugar shack gone from their heart, 
the oldest pillars dragged out for thousands a piece.
The forest floor decided just a week ago
on the need for the dry warmth of leaves
and even this early in the season
has pulled most of the amber flesh from maples.
I try to keep my eyes on the horizon, 
but they run through the dark, up hills 
across the dry brindle ribs of the spring creek, 
they search out the womb,
the place fists ground com, a gray nest of water and grains, 
carved in rock by Anishinaabeg natives.
There as a child, I knew 
they made magic.
From there the slow drifting twist 
of the landscape of light 
is just an impulse up.
The noise of trees, winds off corrugated metal roof, the sound 
even of silver light holding to our skins like mercury 
makes me careless. My eyes lift 
from the thick ink of fields 
to the hot ash of moon.
There is no pain when I go 
20 feet from roof to wet mud.
Laughs spill from roof 
like shaken rain.
I lie breathless under the seal of black and light, 
my eyes open and swear 
the swirl of stars bleeds 
up from the home’s remains.
Knocking them down with cousin Graham
Faces at the bar blur behind us,
a storm of pale petals behind semi-solid smoke.
Triggered by a smile
we catch up glasses again,
and fill our selves with the fruit
of wet red warmth.
Behind Jockvale Elementary 
we’d catch grasshoppers 
off crab grass gone to seed, 
sometimes slap them from air 
like tiny armored planes.
They spit poison in our hands 
the color of iodine.
You looked me in the eye, 
said it wouldn’t kill me.
Crouched on elbows and knees 
in dark of tall green, 
like worshippers or waiting lions, 
we’d read one another’s eyes 
before we pounced.
On vinyl stools we hunch over wooden bar 
scribbled with watermarks 
and loose change, 
weight on elbows.
We are old, nearly thirty.
Your eyes dark now
and full, a window trying to hold
a whole night sky.
The friend who most looked like Jesus to me
-To Mike Sheely
Letting things go 
began for us, at 17.
Drunk from an evening in a Dominican casino, 
cut off by a waitress
having been caught in a roulette scheme 
we broke into a bistro whose heart was a cage 
of monkeys.
I opened a wound
in chicken wire, then healed it again
as you slipped a monkey free. The two of us ran
into the manicured dark of a golf course chased
by strange Latin curses.
We set him on a low branch,
he peed on your fingers
but refused to leave
until the flashlights of security guards
captured your grin.
Same night, down the street
they said you were too drunk
to get in the door of the Boca Chica Bar.
With a shmg and a laugh, and the powerful hint of a stumble 
you waved me and our senior class into the music and light.
Hours later, the stumble 
had infected us all.
Amid hot air, crashing
waves, the lingering music, and the mysterious rum 
that challenged our blood, 
we had forgotten you.
Your voice caught us 
from deep in 
the dark palms 
off the pathway home.
Jesus... What the Hell?!
Gize me back my nallet bitch...
Running into the light
chased by several women slowed by tight sarongs 
and a fat man shining in white silk, 
you laughed out at us
from a red face, shirt tom, grass stains bright 
on your light cotton pants, arms outstretched.
Rolled by a prostitute, you weren’t angry. Or to blame.
We knew.
When school ended, a thousand miles north,
nobody mentioned monkeys, the sly games
that won us free drinks, how we two finished
a bottle of Gasoline between the bar and the dinner table.
There was nothing
about that week, or the weeks
before it.
Nobody questioned you 
being chosen
valedictorian, that you were the one to sit with my mother
when she got drunk and couldn’t stand,
that you ran out, later,
on an MBA to work all day
in an Australian orchard.
And then you were a drug courier,
your hair just wisps blown from your face
by the excited breezes
of your hands, your beard grown
with the same thinness
your limbs were loosely
wrapped in hemp clothes,
feet battered from hitching
too sore to wear even
your sandals.
You came back to us, to Ottawa, for July 1st. You came
with bags of shrooms and weed
that you passed around without consequence
as we strolled the busy market streets.
You counted off petals from a Harmony Flame Impatiens 
laughing, nearly screaming I  am wry inpatient 
’ with each bit of flimsy color 
that fell under the crowd’s feet.
The second story balcony had no railing
to hold you back when you saw
the woman below us in the sun
dress and straw hat which hid her
eyes, being pulled through the celebratory crowds
by her bright white pit bull.
The moment filled 
with a jump, and the sky
above you, behind you, filled with a spill of clear 
sweet Sambuca.
You landed on the dog, the woman 
shrieking, He bites, please, he bites!
The bobbed tail wagged, the tongue 
fell out the side of his mouth 
as you flipped his pink 
belly into sun and raspberried 
his navel.
Since then I hear just echoes 
of you, infrequent letters from India.
They come like answers
to prayers I should have known to make.
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Ice-skating with a prostitute Mend on the Rideau Canal
The whole thing cost
less than 50 bucks: two poutine,
two steaming ciders, and a pint of rye.
You told me I was getting a deal.
You added your self to the stains 
of ice: maple fudge, blood 
from lips and nostrils, frozen 
hot chocolate, and tiny mittens 
half frozen beneath the surface.
The flask rang out, a chime
over the sound of soft ass grabbing solid ice.
Loose lid against vessel 
lined with thickening remains 
of sweet Yukon Jack, 
hardly muffled within 
your thin felt pocket.
You leaned on me the whole day, until stars 
escaped the flat black horizon, 
embers blown free from a garbage can.
Later snow fell gray through dark 
like cooled ash.
P ulling ourselves from rented skates, 
wet ice holds 
to burning feet and hips 
that would stay bruised for weeks.
Heading out for beer 
we downed Bank Street.
Knees weak,
we took turns losing balance, 
landing thud into slush.
The descent to grit and ice 
made me giddy.
The empty bell in your coat laughed with us 
every time you fell.
Looking all Ally Sheedy, 
your lips, softer than my belly, 
formed a comic O, 
in hopes that no one heard.
Taking cover between buildings 
we pressed ourselves, 
together, like graffiti into brick, 
grappling until touches became whispers.
I got shy.
Passing the Royal Oak,
windows steamed opaque
with the warmth of people
twisting behind glass,
black wicks, bathed in yellow-orange light,
burning themselves
down. Inside, we sat for a drink.
You left in less than an hour 
with work
Returning to The Well
In a comer of The Well, early, 
before jungle-trance dancing fills the room 
I watch wax work up along stems 
of candlesticks like the tissue of a scar.
You’d have me write poems 
to bartenders in under thirty seconds, 
drunk scribbles, dark veins spreading 
through the quilted skins of napkins.
I remember you still refusing to wear jeans, 
dressed in dark wool down to your refusal 
to wear casual shoes, sitting 
like Chet Baker.
I ’ve never seen
Chet at this table, the bar-lights held 
against his skin in round notes 
of bright sweat, multitudes of moons sheathed 
in nearly still waters.
I ’ve never seen his trumpet slide like a brass wing 
through smoke and the room’s density of dance 
the way your bourbon carries laughter 
from your mouth through the room.
It is nearly certain
we’d blow words at each other
through shields of swirled smoke, bending meanings
with drinks, like straws twist
below the surface of gin.
You would not try
to lean into the table thinking how he leaned 
into his music. You’d be aware only at times 
of the fringe of ash crawling too close to your skin
burning fine blisters between your fingers, your drink emptying, and the girl 
with bright red hair by the dance floor.
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As the shadow of crowd crossed your face
like a tumble of dark leaves or a broken veil of black lace
you would angle yourself
for the red headed girl, for a waitress and another full glass,
to fill the room with you --
perhaps to reach
the same ends as Chet.
Something I don’t pretend
to know anything more than the symptoms of.
Rate of exchange
Between two nights, 
a brief June day, 
he waits for change
cross legged on cardboard mat stenciled a fading 
fragile. Counting cracks, he repeats a mantra of need 
below knees of passersby.
Something about god. Something about food.
I pass him change 
each time I step out 
of my building,
half believing, those moments, in karma.
I don’t care what he uses the dollar for,
if I were him drinking would be my first choice.
A couple stands with me,
tan and charcoal,
at the comer of his frail
overturned cap. They face away, staring hard
into other eyes across crosswalk waiting on the signs.
By lunch, the city’s flesh
grows gray from the grating
of footsteps, leather soles
leaving traces of themselves in rough concrete.
Shadows step down from shade of busses, 
exchanging places with shadows. My steps tangle
with the flood of determined 
feet, falling without sound 
under white noise of traffic,
like rain gone silent under blankets of thunder and wind.
A tassel from my left loafer has been lost, black 
leather shoes bought just for work
I think about buying cigarettes.
Joining in the clouds outside 
revolving doors of expansive lobbies.
No good reason, but what could it hurt? Air is blackened by breath 
of mid-day rush. Sky with salted countenance seals 
in brisk blunt pace of black shoes, hard toed, high heeled.
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It leans in against rising fumes, 
somersaults of street fliers, 
and eddies of exhaust.
Lines form inside China Chang’s and Mr. B’s Bistro,
I decide against both, choose not to eat. Fine figures 
sail across walls, form translucent living veins of black 
through the fixed pink marble of U.S. Trust.
In the street’s breath, hot soles 
pound into dust.
Crowds melt, like breath
through fingers of wind or fine rain. I return to work, 
layout coins, arrange a dollar into an empty pocket.
I don’t want to hesitate, fumble, or appear to measure
out my generosity on the way 
back after work.
I have the bundle of coin, wrapped up in fingers, 
deep in a pocket, a block before my building.
Principles of pressing through
Like an iris behind an eyelid
fallen closed, the night spreads itself out, opens.
This sky is growing deeper
in her too. We are regulars at the Oasis
a bar, that has taken over the shell of a Dairy Queen.
We watch each other, never speak, like soldiers 
separated by a border of barbed wire, joined 
in a common cause. She talks like she’s reciting poems, smoke 
escapes her, exhaust from a whole life.
She fumbles matches like a dancer, and the bits of drink
she wastes between the bar and her lips
make a music we all move to. She strays
into postures weak against gravity. In them, she
finds the curves of sculpture and defies expectation
by staying off the ground. This world dissolves
at 3, when she walks home
along a small arc of road, the gray
skull cap of the world. But for now,
she talks to a man
who points the way to everything
in his day with a single free finger,
the rest being engaged with the holding
of a nearly empty drink. Her eyes shine
and shift quickly, matching the tip of her cigarette
move for move.
Everything moves on principles 
I can’t finger, the almost movement of trees 
against sky, the interlocking of grasses 
beneath touches of wind, badger-gray patches 
still press through what is left of winter.
After collecting cans he fills the room
We watch for him during the day.
He slips between cars, disappears 
deep into parks,
buried in his broken brown blazer, wide plaid tie, 
carrying a thin canvass bag full of tin and drippings.
Later, between sharp break of cues,
the soft response of smooth stripe and solid kissed
off worn felt, we listen for his laugh.
Light has pulled itself 
from late day, warmth has fled 
the season.
Outside, night wears 
the hardness of black shoes.
It is a laugh, then a cough, then an order for beer 
while his fingers convulse around 
the rusty bone of tobacco.
Hinges of knuckle press 
thick under thin yellow skin.
A royal blue ball cap, foam front, mesh back, 
pulled down tight for the cold, 
holds down cords of white hair.
A nose, large, bright 
like his eyes, escapes 
beneath the brim.
He trusts the splintered light to keep him
from seeing much
beyond his server
and his perching peers,
heavy black birds feathered
in rags of wool,
worn men hunched under
the weight of shoulders.
Together they throw laughter 
and Pall Mall smoke into evening.
We watch over drinks, across the room,
as it gathers high in shaded comers
and lower among the fronds of plastic palms.
He will winter in this gray calm,
spend even the slim hours
of dim day burning down
the last light in his eyes
as he grins over waitresses,
his leathered lips carved deep with cold.
He seals warm words between drinks,
without tips young servers hover awhile for him.
He listens through the season,
chimes their dreams
for their smiles.
Your cum bar, do?
Hollywood, yes sir...
You've too big for this small toim
It’s a way to mark his memory into young,
not yet tired faces.
On the rocks
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Preparation, my second winter in Alaska
I trip down Fairbanks Avenue, 
kick through the melt 
of early season snow.
I place a broken bit 
of birch bark in run off 
and watch it 
lose itself
dreaming of long Ontario lakes.
Light in crevices
Under the faint observation of mosquitoes,
striders come in
carried on quiet waters,
ebbing gold then blue,
black in the sheltered shallows.
Pants rolled above ankles, 
water fills heavy denim hems, 
while our bare feet soften 
the dark fringe of warming water.
Morning moves in 
a moment, covering us.
Everything about us is
scented through with white pine
and spmce, still wet above leathered roots,
dark, cracked places
hidden from first rays.
The sun holds
on the chilled skin of leaves and limbs, 
a canopy of brass shards lifted 
on the latticed bones of bark.
Your arm warms around my waist, 
fingers play into a pocket, 
your hair catches in the dark comer 
of my mouth,
bright tangles of early summer wind, 
light into impossible places.
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Skinning water
The Jock River could have had a better name,
but the warm wash of red wine
and anticipation carried us down
its gravel banks after the last red of sun
bled back into sky
and low hills of small farms
growing smooth
black around us.
In the break of shallows 
water brightened 
to the color of skin.
From the softness of silt and rounded river stone, 
cattails leaned shadow 
across the river’s shoulder 
and the curve of you.
Shallows gave way to deep.
River slowed, held you 
pale in its thick skin.
The moment bright,
with a moon broken by boughs,
thin as skeletal leaf.
I pull you from that night now,
these days too shy to stretch off my shirt
at the beach. I fold you in terry
and warmth, gather you
into me when the scotch is almost empty
and the waves break like a kiss
against my ears.
You slide beneath surface, 
disappear into a pupil black pocket 
just loosely sewn shut.
We wake, hands together, 
laced against stone shore 
in Lively, a cottage town, 
north of Sudbury, Ontario.
The warm, moist 
remains of evening 
maintain in the small pocket 
our closed palms.
Sky rises straight up,
filling with light it pulls
from the frayed fingertips of waves,
golden, broken in their grasping.
It lifts us up too, 
straight like tall stumps 
still standing without life.
You are soft,
skin bearing 
the touch of hours 
on coastal rock, 
the curl of lichen 
a fossil in your cheek,
the crease of Pre-Cambrian, Canadian Shield, 
a fault across your smooth range of ribs, 
the heavy weave
of my blue Norwegian sweater warmed, 
eight hours into the softness 
of your upper-inner arm.
I think,
my alarm mast he ringing, 
black analog tiles, 
grooved with white, 
have flipped themselves over 
to 7:15.
The need for coffee 
drags out our voices.
“ I guess we should go... ”
“The day is wasting . . .”
The problem with waking
You pull at the hem 
of the skirt you have just twisted 
straight, light green herringbone, 
like the polyester curtains 
of my grade five classroom.
It hovers half an inch 
over the smooth cap 
of knee, half hidden 
in shadow.
The wish for a few more inches 
of cover holds in your averted eye.
We are camouflaged, 
first fallen leaves
twisted through our hair, during sleep, 
like dried blood.
We shake early fall colors free.
Our heads ache 
with the motion.
The cartography of skin 
deepens against the wind 
of early September
off Long Lake. Our skin, for the first time, 
becomes cold to the touch.
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Cans of Pabst Blue Ribbon
1.Pain relief
Behind Silver Spur Stables on a red iron trailer 
surfing through starched yellow fields,
I watch for the release of shadow 
from earth, sudden tides without warning 
from the blown ribs 
of wasp nests, gouged 
by our bailer.
My hands avoid
the felt of light brown field mice, 
bound into knots of warm 
tom flesh under twine bonds, 
a shattered collection of hints 
at a small life.
My arms bleed.
Other guys and I work through summer.
We stack bails just above our heads,
cotton sleeves pulling away
from raw arms, gauze from a wet wound.
In no time straw turns
infection, jaundice-white thorns through the hot 
stress of red skin.
After a week of collecting
feed for retired police horses who crush
me when I spread straw through their stalls,
there is late-aftemoon-comer-store Pabst
cold, moving like a ghost between my hand and blood.
There are mid-priced Mexican cigars, and a book of essays
about farm kids
all grown and left with a loving respect for all forms of creation. 
There is almost no farmer left in me.
I am too much a romantic like the kids in the book.
It hurts
to use my arms, it takes me the season to leam 
how to haul bails with just 
quickly calloused hands.
Dad grew up living Parham summers,
helping my great grandma
pile stones, milk cows,
and with good natured and repeated success
trick uncle Ernie into piles of manure.
In spring, when cats had litters, 
his job, at thirteen, 
was to bag them, feed them 
to the frog pond in a burlap bag.
When he was older 
he thought to use them 
as bait, following the local boys.
He taught me how to thread them
through the eye,
gather up their limbs
in 35 pound test
so as not to have them tom
by the claws of deep currents or Bucktail Muskie mouths. 
I remember exchanges
we shared on the water: the origins of scars, jokes 
of first kisses, the tying of knots 
around hooks, delicate demonstrations 
lost between too thick finger tips.
We’d laugh at the spray
that fell across us, a quick shock,
a hand full of small translucent stones
whenever wind drove waves against the aluminum hull.
He’d pull hard into the resistance
of oar, I ’d pull two PBR
from 6 plastic rings. He’d laugh out
Well at least you know
howto drink.
2 dialling through resistance
3Jietm rririgtothejridg
This summer, late afternoon, 
sun still strong,
the white wall of my kitchen is broken 
by cases of empties, 
shadows deep between them, 
unmortared stone.
The week over, the fridge opens toward weekend. 
I reach to tear open a new case.
The cold rush and bright instant light 
catch me numb.
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Missing noise
Within the silences
of broad parking pavilions
off the comer of 3 rd and Cushman,
by a small park
of little more than concrete
and worn fence,
one stationary swing, blue
where the paint remains,
no children.
Walking and lost,
I breathe the air silent 
with brief hanging clouds, 
warm breath trapped for a moment 
in still fall air.
Frozen steps against grit
and concrete echo
the distance from home,
where a voice on a street
would be bundled with
horns, construction,
strangers talking of art, office spaces,
and how to get lost loves back.
I am tucked away, 
in a day
of emptying spaces
where I cannot find anything
thicker than the infection of clarity.
Empty in a city 
in which even the hiding 
is hidden.
Being too something to make monkey sounds
Trying to decide on the limits 
of just how long a day can last 
this way, I spot you from where I 
bake myself into more natural tones.
We are opposite the hippie kids in the park.
They climb through heavy shades 
of old and shifting trees.
Arms reach up, vines 
of flesh, wild over the flex 
of a loose lattice of young bone.
They yell mrc
at those with ties over their shoulders 
swing sticks at each other with all the dramatics 
of sun breaking sharp through leaves 
and warm wind. Two play dry palms 
against leather drums skins 
to guide the rest.
They make monkey sounds and I 
decide not to leave until you do.
Hidden just deep enough
in the new cut grass, you remind me
of a lioness, but without the threat.
I see enough to know you are reading,
though I can’t make out the book itself
or the lines of your body
beyond a tuft of feet, intertwined at the ankles,
curled up like a tail,
toes beyond sandals twitching behind you.
There is a shoulder and within 
I know the bones
are small. I have something of your face 
in mind, even still.
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You are a stranger’s shape beyond 
the red garden of dying 
late August flowers.
We hold out on a canvass
of bright soft green, framed
by streets, traffic streaming after lunch.
The world can’t
find a hold. It forgets
us . We are that silent.
The small safety of walls
Because I am away
from home, or heading back,
I think about the breaks
in the rural darkness, the spots of light,
the barks of dogs, that I may have been measuring
long before I realize.
On the 24 hour drive from the foreign warmth of Florida
the cramp in my ankle becomes focused
on a nerve, the steel foot rest presses sharp
into soft tissue, the need becomes immediate
to straighten, to crack
my knee, relieve pressure.
Well off the road, homes in clusters
release the only light that makes it through
the tinted curve of the Greyhound window. I dream
of family voices forced
into intimacy. Two states shy
of Canada, on the lips of Pennsylvania, I watch
as the snow spreads with the miles north. I wait
for Canadian sun, any sun,
to uncurl itself like a seed below
the horizon, to light forests and brush
from underneath.
The walls of the homes — I resist 
thinking of them as shacks- all lean 
towards center, a collapse 
held off by corrugated roofs of tin, 
patched in places by plywood.
The smell of smoke and laughter, swept clear
by breezes as it breaks free
from stove pipe chimneys
to tangles in the gray wake of the coach.
In the pitch road, small breaks keep rhythm
with the hydraulic hum of a buried engine, homes jump
out in clearings, like dancers across an empty stage,
then slide away like moonlight, lost
in the trestles of trees.
Yards with borders of the abandoned: 
engines stripped, gray, plum
in the night, cylinder cavities filling with rain and water striders,
dryers without doors, field mice
nested in their bellies, cars disemboweled,
up on cinderblocks full of cobwebs and dry crickets.
Emergency pieces of pressboard, stained with dew, are stacked
over sharp edges of sheet metal that hold the slide of moonlight,
in case the inevitable happens: winds
pick up, roofs and walls
blow-out leaving only the small light,
self contained, in a lantern
fighting briefly against gales and the weakness
of its own glass.
8 hours away,
my room’s painted drywall is kept 
within a skin of brick and beams 
that held even when I‘ve been sure 
winds would tear them; they may yet.
All the light of home clings
to walls, has static roots of wiring, coded by color and brass 
plated switches
that must be polished to remove any evidence 
of touch. When the walls go 
the lights will have already fled.
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Late night, prairie black,
two days into the Alberta fields
moving west, from home
in St. Johns to someplace in Victoria.
Flat out in our silver ’88 Rabbit, 
no hubcaps, no suspension, 
barely a floor, thin with rust.
Between flat July lakes of wheat, 
rain begins.
Lightning invests a single moment,
you sit in the flash
quiet, eyes still,
cast deep into seamless dark.
The road wide, tar bright 
like the black skins of Bullheads.
Hail chisels psalms
into the thin polish of puddles.
Sun cuts free 
of horizon.
You react, forearm resting on my shoulder, 
fingers shift through my hair, 
like solid winds, dark 
through shine of wheat.
We take time by a river 
with beer and cold chicken.
You glisten just below the crop of your shirt. 
I cast a short noon shadow 
across your legs.
I watch capillaries of water glow 
down the white ridges of your ribs, 
making ways across curves 
without tmce, moving roadways 
across belly, a map showing me 
exactly where I am.
Reading the road
No reason to dance by water so late
After a short fall over smooth rocks, 
water carries into a breaking surface 
like the hands of many small glass birds, 
breaks free of itself, then pulls 
back into a tightening 
knot, smooth.
June wraps you in wind
and night, like a fabric of shreds, sewn
from a storm of wings and the sound of wings.
The moon crowds tree tops
wanting to press you with light
to join in your light.
Your voice weighs nothing
on me as the world turns black on us
like a turned back. Your whisper weaves quietly
together the spaces between us,
a soft stitch through silk.
From the conifers that make up everything, 
the hours fall like cones spent of seed.
Our footsteps, in circles 
by stream’s edge, lift amber leaves from soil 
just once more. They break the waiting pace 
of dew, building before the sun.
Above us stars spin harder 
just to catch up.
Ritual of vanishing
Affection and then more
our skins become water and shudder,
fold and unfold
beneath conditioned tips of fingers.
This is all we do well.
Lying together, 
the sharp slight eyes 
of wicks open as sun inches 
away along flaking the seal 
of window pane.
Before sleep, clothes fall into knots 
on opposite sides of the bed.
You tell me what it means to be ambitious,
to work at waiting
through quiet shifts, hoping on tips,
to mop up waste
and be forbidden to smoke.
When it’s my turn 
nothing changes.
Muscles die.
Deep in my throat, 
even beneath lips and teeth, 
you hear curses.
The moon falls through 
our window, a stone.
A sink, at the bottom of the stairs, 
is full of waiting
dishes and morsels of day old meat 
hard to sides of knives.
You sleep,
the pulse in your throat 
a trick of light.
Water falls in the dark,
a noise that carries
from hard metal basin,
an echo caught and held
in the last of evening light
spilling off our floor’s spoiled veneer.
Erosion
The rain closes in 
over everything.
Your face, smooth 
as a feather’s spine, 
holds weather in the curve 
beneath your eye.
The creek has risen
beneath the small steel bridge to our cabin,
taking out its legs, stranding
us. The wind contains
sound, metal over metal, of breaking
down, of iron
giving in.
The gravel, packed in wet earth, 
gives way like minutes, 
then seconds, running 
in rivulets beneath our feet.
Your breath rises 
a white wing, losing 
itself as it climbs 
a slate sky.
Down mist wheels in 
on itself, an early prayer 
from the lake as morning begins 
to extract water’s confession.
Stray rays of spring lean 
through the collapse of rain, 
enough to reveal
the fold of your hands across your buckle, 
the loss of my hands within 
solid pockets.
End of season
Just a few months before water tears 
itself into hard angles,
where it becomes impenetrable with geometry, 
our boat rocks as currents lift 
and lower the silver, cool hull, releasing 
echoes, a locking and unlocking of a body 
to a wave.
Currents move in depths like armies 
of raven wings. They are rooted in winds and sources 
inland where porcupines, time, and the ribs of moose 
have eaten rough bark of creek-side trees 
down to smooth wood.
Difficult to make out 
from shore, like a bear 
seen from a distance, our bodies 
sit in the shallow belly of boat.
Your new wife watches us
from the warmth of a kitchen window.
We pull in lines, which pull
up fingers of glass, golden in their slipping
suspension.
The eyes of small, slow-breathing bass and pickerel
bright above the brown
boat water, in a fragile sense, like the moon
inches deep in the rolling
veins of onyx water.
Trees move against night
as if to tear through it might bring god
back down to them.
Their branches’ reach shows sky’s end, 
where stars are extinguished.
A single wing of newspaper escapes 
a wrought fence. Not thinking of how the hand works 
to empty a glass, I swallow what is left.
The stars reduce to numbers 
I can’t count, a sky I can’t solve.
Casting off
-for Papa Jack
Today, I have more room to walk 
under clouds that stretch 
an eye-blue sky, 
day bright and cold.
Heel first, so not to slip, 
from cottage down to bank.
I take steps along the trail 
wide enough just 
for two sets of striding, heavy, 
holding to damp fall soil.
Prepared for the chill 
with rye and water 
we wore a path over seasons 
to shore.
Broken banks of gray stone 
chained to floating dock 
host the winds
you complained ran through you, 
like cold currents of a deep lake.
Shore slides up
into hands of yellowing grasses.
Some trampled by winds, 
others by the weight 
of autumn waves 
among them now 
in shallow pools 
of standing water.
I kick the boat and myself adrift,
free from dancing dock of dark wet wood
and blue fragmenting foam
Twenty minutes, oars roughening palms,
bring me to rest
in deep water,
a sudden drop
near shore.
One cloud moves 
on a tide of geese 
through blue shroud 
of sky and lake— 
reinventing itself 
in two places at once
The shifting shapes stiffen waves
and water currents
that know rocks and roots
before shore,
by touch and reckless
muting music,
undemanding,
restful shapes of broken bottom shadows 
among reeds, cautious, private.
When I was young, you urged me through woods 
promising flies would not bite 
once we reached the center.
It zeould be like flying around the world, 
just to get a bite you’d say, 
as you cracked your first can of Labatt’s 50.
Still, one always seemed to make the effort. 
Today, wind blowing up, 
there are no flies.
I affix hooks and weights to green test, 
cast out suddenly, 
a silent shout into wind; 
watch air deliver thread, 
along the route of Martens.
In the distance, 
water seals around line 
in ripples,
heals itself in moments.
Knowing better
A mix of soju and grape soda, 
and the only smoke I can find, 
hold with me on the balcony,
Peace cigarettes, from Japan, 
a white dove carries a white branch over 
a dark blue box.
Song birds roused by early summer heat and traffic
begin night trying to tell me
the world. Distant cars, schools of determined
movement, deep-sea fish glowing along asphalt currents,
tires in hoarse conversation, hold
me, like a voice long under the grind of tobacco.
I listen, the way I remember 
my grandfather told me to listen 
for long pike beneath water.
It all moves just below
what the eye sees: garnet Asian maple, leaves darker
on one side than the other, grass
shorn to soil, touches of wind warps
through the parking lot, changing
direction at each closed door,
all under a sky content
with safe distances.
Under the Green soju bottle, tom edges catch 
air like small sharp feathers, 
a letter from Ottawa shivers 
on the concrete railing.
The moon is up, face smothered, 
borders rubbed into only a vague light.
I remember during winter 
the scar by the ball of my foot 
hurts, for no good reason.
Passing the heart of a bullfighter in Wakefield, Quebec
In hours he would quote the knight’s tale,
break into tears, holding his knee, broken
by the bull that didn’t know it was all
he had, the tequila he had carried up from Mazatlan
already taking over
for blood.
Beads from an afternoon rain are locked 
in lakeside thorns, blood red 
pregnant with setting sun.
The tapping of water against shore shakes droplets slowly 
free to a darker, larger body.
In maple and white ash, day to early night 
turns.
He will talk to me like the brother 
I almost am, tell me of hit men he had hired 
at airports to end the affairs of family.
He might then quote Blake,
talk of the envy of stepchildren, kindnesses sure
to end, and his waiting.
Birds from a field just lost 
behind trees, leave
flattened nests of grass, low stalks bent 
gain a rare glimpse of last light.
Both Akiva and his rare Uncle, are prepared 
to swim out the last remaining moments 
of the bo/s mother’s patience.
They laugh back sounds
of the late August cornfields of rural Quebec.
They raise a room inside the falling
night, framed with the troubled voice
of wind, infrequent traffic from unseen roads, threading
and unthreading of unrecognizable song
birds, between the black and the darker
spaces of deeper woods.
With the gentle playfulness of an old child he lifts
Akiva like a rare ornament into the tom
heart of sky. The far distant hills are taunt-lean black.
The small boy grabs hold of sun,
a cape of fire and challenge, with both hands
and joy. The charge comes
in from everything.
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Recovery
At night I know 
the white smothering 
in this valley,
quiescence and still distances 
within dark.
Before light,
the syncopated summoning of songbirds 
rising and falling, 
refusing the drag of snow.
The flux of shadows 
Strum in the rising light, 
a delicate extraction, 
snow from the fine tendrils 
of poplars.
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Hard to know
A call comes across 
the bay filling space 
between sky, water, and eye.
Loons dive loose 
into the half light 
of schools of fish and reed.
I watch water’s texture change- 
glass in shade of poplar and cedar, 
roughening in irregular patches, 
like a silver bruise, at the center 
of the bay off Donaldson Lake.
Rain has pulled out.
Day opens clear 
to the island that holds 
the inlet’s mouth.
Clouds are high, 
a carpet sewn of slow breaths.
Akiva, blond and naked, 
makes loon calls with bellied fists. 
Waves from four-year-old lungs 
call them in,
ripple heavy through damp air.
He asks if they know what he says.
